
THE LAST FLIGHT OF THE LANCASTER “”POPEYE” 
From the moment of the crash to the Monument in Papendrecht 

In memory of the seven airmen 

C.M. Clarey, C.A. Barlow, E.J. Line, H.C. Luton, S.E. Kirkland, D. Hancock and A.W. Middelton 

This publication by local historian Chris Meijers chronicles the events surrounding the moment of the 
crash of the Lancaster bomber nicknamed “Popeye” of the 115th Squadron RAF on 21st July 1944 up 
until the unveiling of the monument in memory of all the seven crewmen.  This Lancaster bomber 
with seven young crewmen was on its return flight from its bombing mission to Homburg when it 
went down in Papendrecht.  None of the crewmen survived the crash.  From the very beginning 
some local citizens were concerned about the deaths of these lost airmen and the affect it would 
have on their unknown next of kin.  What began simply, ended in setting up the Lancaster “Popeye” 
Foundation under whose auspices the monument was erected to the memory of these airmen and 
the naming of “Lancaster Square” in the Oostpolder close to where the Lancaster bomber crashed.  
The author details what happened from the moment that the Lancaster “Popeye” left its airbase in 
Witchford up until the unveiling and consecration of the monument at the point of impact. 

In the foreword, The Mayor of Papendrecht, Mr. C.J.M. de Bruin expresses his personal interest into 
the background history surrounding the Lancaster “Popeye”, her crew, their courage and fate as well 
as the extra dimension it gave to his responsibility and involvement with the salvage operation. Not 
only as Mayor but also historian, acknowledgement commemorating the lives lost and all volunteers 
associated with the Lancaster “Popeye” Foundation, it became important to dedicate this site with a 
Monument and call it Lancaster Square. Never did this short sentence “We shall always remember 
them” bear so much meaning and depth.     

The author of this book, and also everyone associated with the Lancaster Popeye Foundation 
continue to contribute their efforts to the memory of these courageous crewmen in a dignified 
manner. Besides the appreciation for their efforts, the Mayor further expresses his hope that not 
only the inhabitants of Papendrecht and the local surroundings, but all those others interested in 
world history will continue to acknowledge Papendrecht’s part in that history. 

It began during the night of 20th / 21st July 1944 when the English Lancaster bomber crashed whilst on 
fire.  All seven crewmen, the youngest being 19 and from Australia, lost their lives.   Their lives were 
lost for the freedom of Europe.  In his book about past air raids, Ab. A. Jansen, noted that in the years 
between 1940 – 1945, 6500 craft were lost over our the Netherlands.  This Lancaster of 115e 
Squadron RAF that crashed in Papendrecht was one of them and it is to the memory of these crew 
men, that this book owes its publication so that they shall never be forgotten. 

The book details the technical background leading up to the development of the Avro Lancaster 
ND913 A4-M (MK III) and at Witchford where the 115th Squadron was based. A photo of the King 
George and Queen Elisabeth with their daughter, the now Queen Elizabeth, was taken on the 5th July 
1944 in the presence of five of the crewmen, namely, Middleton, Clarey, Barlow, Hancock and 
Kirkland, fifteen days prior to their fateful crash. 

“Popeye” was on its 27th mission and its crew was due for a rest once the 30th mission had been 
completed.  They had to overcome intense flak at the target and enemy fighters were very active en 
route, though it is recorded that “the markers were concentrated and bombing was good, resulting 
in a number of large explosions and fires with smoke rising to a considerable height”. Having survived 
the outbound journey, crew had to avoid the enemy night fighters which were quick whilst the 
Lancaster was not as agile in maneuvering. It was under these conditions that the Lancaster 
“Popeye” crashed in a field in Papendrecht.  Captain Colin Mervyn Clarey’s logbook records his last 



entry under which the very last entry: “Duty nobly done.  Dear God, grant him eternal happiness 
above, Mother.”     

According to eyewitnesses the crash occurred around 0400 and left a lifelong impression with Jaap 
Versteeg and his brother, Arend, who saw the bomber fly low over their home with both engines 
ablaze and nose dive into the field close by. Another eyewitness, Jan Terlow, describes how he saw 
the bomber shear by fully ablaze, leaving a long trail of blood red colour before it impacted.   Mrs. P. 
Hardam-Veth also substantiated that the crash occurred around 0400 as her parents told their family 
to evacuate the farmhouse before it went up in flames. She described how the plane made a sharp 
turn before crashing vertically into the ground. As the ground was boggy the Lancaster bored into it 
with its wings slanted upwards, leaving a huge crater.     

The identification and burial of the crewmen 

In the Oosteind (East end) close to the Café “de Witte Ballon” (Café the White Balloon), it was a very 
sad sight to see parts of the crashed bomber and their crewmen strewn about.  The Germans very 
quickly cordoned the area off and as soon as it was daylight – the remains of the crewmen were 
gathered up.  From the local undertaker at that time Jaap Versteeg it was understood that only one 
body was intact whilst the other six crewmen were unidentifiable.  The Germans did find papers and 
identification hangers, which led to identifying four of the crew, but it was not possible to identify 
the other three.  The four crew members who were identified were S.E. Kirkland, C.M. Clarey, D. 
Hancock and C.A. Barlow.   

The following day a funeral took place in the presence of the local Mayor Van Rees, various 
dignitaries and led by Dominee I. van der Knijff.  Parts of the bible were read out and Our Lord’s 
Prayer was said after which one wooden cross was placed over the six coffins.  Later another coffin 
was placed and seven wooden crosses were placed.  Three of the crewmen were buried 
anonymously.  Later, a lovely wreath was laid placed the day after the funeral by Dr. Rietveld even 
though it was absolutely forbidden.  Later in the week further remains were found, though sadly no 
identification and this body was laid to rest by his other comrade crew. 

Later the information offices of the Red Cross confirmed that the names of the other three crewmen 
were, E.J. Line, A.W. Middleton and H.C. Luton on 27th November 1945.  In March 1946 the 
identification officers of the RAF came to Papendrecht and the graves were opened for identification, 
after which it was confirmed that indeed the whole crew of the Lancaster were lost in the crash. 

During the salvage operations in 2002 further human remains were found and these remains were 
placed by the seven other graves in a ceremony in 2006.  Finally all crew members were reunited in 
death. 

Living between hope and fear 

The correspondence between the women of the crew give an insight how well they supported each 
other in their hours of uncertainty and copies of this correspondence were brought over during the 
commemoration of the 50th National Liberation Day in 1995.  The correspondence between Mrs. Line 
and Mrs. Kirkland, who was expecting and has already received the tragic news, gives us insight into 
their support and courage for each other. 

The “Red Poppy” Committee in Papendrecht    

Almost directly after the war, certain local Papendrechters, who wanted to keep the memory of the 
lost airmen alive, set up this committee which is part of the Dutch War Graves Committee.     These 
members were, Thijs Kloot, Krijn van Wijngaarden. Jan van Wijngaarden, Sn., Cor van der Waal and 
Mrs. Moolhuijzen. 



This committee under held the upkeep of the graves and ensured that crosses appeared on the 
graves. In the meantime, contact was made with next of kin who later came to Papendrecht. During 
that time, people did not have much knowledge of the English language and Doctor Moolhuijzen’s 
wife, and later Mrs. Kooyker undertook translating the letters and continuing the correspondence.  
Addresses were not directly available and the next of kin were found by some ingenuinity.  The 
content of a touching letter written by Jan van Wijngaarden is an example.  It was addressed to the 
family Luton in which a photo was sent describing the final resting place of their son and 
circumstances of the crash.  He also detailed the circumstances of the wreath placed by Dr. Rietveld 
and expressed his deep regret that their son could not be around on Liberation Day and had made 
photos of the graves in the hope that the other airmen’s families could be contacted.  From Australia 
contact had been made with the Barlow family and it was hoped that the same would come about 
with the Clarey family. 

The reply was equally touching and full of gratefulness to the population of Papendrecht for 
respecting their family’s airmen by giving them a decent burial and blessing and laying them to rest 
with a wreath.  They expressed the hope to visit Papendrecht once travel was permitted and went on 
to thank all in the presence of God’s blessing. 

As it eventuated by giving the photos to the regiment commander, an ongoing correspondence came 
about quickly and continued up until 1955, after which there was a pause but regained momentum 
in 1994 due to the enthusiasm of Jan van Wijngaarden and Pieter van der Giessen who had formed 
the Lancaster “Popeye” Foundation. The Christmas season is to this day a time for yearly exchanges 
of contact with the next of kin. In 1950 the “Red Poppy” Committee was disbanded and it was taken 
over by the Imperial War Graves Commission. 

Remembrance Day held on 15th May 1945 is still indelibly engraved in the memory of Adrie Kloot 
who can remember the still march which was organized including all classes from the Primary 
Schools participating as well.  It went from Oude Molenstraat (Old Mill Street) via‘t Zand to the Grote 
Kerk and onwards to the Cemetery.  At the burial site of the airmen stood an honorary guard of the 
British Military who were still in Holland.  The service was taken by Dominee Gravenmeijer whose 
theme was “God, the Netherlands and the House of Orange”, a theme much referred by Adrie Kloot’s 
father, Thijs Kloot.  In later years this annual Remembrance Day became more structured up until 
today.   

The correspondence with next of kin 

As mentioned earlier contact had been established with the parents of Sergeant Luton and gradually 
the correspondence extend to the remaining relatives.  These translated letters show the poignancy 
of their loss and letters from Mrs. B. Lindsey, the mother of Sergeant Barlow conveyed her soul 
searching questions for any tangible evidence of items belonging to her son who was from the RAAF 
and rear gunner.  She was instrumental in forwarding the incoming letters onto the Clarey family in 
Brisbane as well as Line family in England.  From all accounts it was evident that the widows and 
mothers were all anxious about the whereabouts of their loved ones and were searching for news. 

Besides Mrs. Lindsey’s letter, it was the pilot’s father, Mr. Clarey who wrote to express his gratitude 
at knowing what had happened to his son as explained in the correspondence with Mrs. 
Moolhuijzen-Versluys.  He was deeply moved by the way in which his son and his crew were finally 
laid to rest after their giving their lives for our freedom.  He, too, asked searchingly for any keepsakes 
that may have been found of his son’s and any further information relating to the circumstances.  As 
rationing was still in force Mr. Clarey indicated he would be sending food parcels no weightier than 
seven pounds. He also wanted to thank Dr. Rietveld personally for placing a wreath after the burial of 
his son and his men and the risk that Dr. Rietveld had taken. 



In 1950 notification was sent from the Imperial War Graves to the next of kin that the wooden cross 
on the grave their beloved ones was to be changed to a headstone and they were invited to give 
their dedication for the engraving.  These individual texts are listed on page 32. 

Informing the next of kin was the task of the Ministry of Defense, in this case the Air force to notify 
those missing in action. In order to avoid insensitivity, because it was often not possible to verify all 
information due to the breakdown in international communications, it required careful wording.  The 
family of Sgt. Luton very kindly gave the Foundation all notifications and relative documents relating 
to these events of which a few are placed in this publication, in particular the telegram from 115 th 
Squadron from Witchford basis.  Duly a letter arrived from the RAF stating that nothing had been 
heard from the Lancaster “Popeye” after its mission to Germany. Sgt. Luton was reported as being a 
capable flight engineer and a popular member of the squadron.  The Air Ministry had given 
instructions that the addresses of the other crewmen would follow. The suggestion that they may 
have been able to escape could not be ruled out, but as one had to be careful with this kind of 
message, it was thus reported as “missing”.  It was not until 24th November 1944 that a second letter 
from the British Red Cross reported that the International Red Cross in Geneva had received 
confirmation from the German authorities that all seven crewmen had lost their lives.  It was not 
until 15th December 1944 that the Air Council sent a telegram advising to the parents that their son, 
Sgt. Luton had lost his life as a result of operations on the 21st July 1944 and no longer considered 
“missing in action”.  Finally in June 1946 it was reported that their son definitely lost his life and that 
he was not buried in grave number 6 but in number 12.  Each member was to be identified by the 
RAF and for these reasons the graves were to be reopened. A letter of sympathy was received from 
King George, Buckingham Palace and on the 30th May 1946 an article was published in the Bristol 
Evening Post under the title “Cared for by the Dutch people”. 

From the Red Poppy Committee to the Lancaster Popeye Committee 

After the Red Poppy Committee was disbanded in 1950 it seemed as though ongoing 
correspondence had come to an end.  After the death of Jan van der Giessen in 1986, his son, Peter 
and Jan van Wijngaarden, a good friend of his father’s rekindled the contact with next of kin which  
led to stream of correspondence with fourteen families, the direct next of kin, children and 
grandchildren.  Meanwhile activities relating to accommodating and guiding the next of kin on their 
visits to the graves of their loved ones continued, albeit on a private basis.  Both Peter van der 
Giessen and Jan van Wijngaarden organized the historical Remembrance Day walk celebrating the 
50th Liberation Day. 

When Jan van der Giessen who worked for the local council knew that there were building plans for 
the Oostpolder, it became apparent with a group of loyal people, that questions should be raised in 
relationship to the remainder to the wreckage.  Disturbing the ground around this wreckage was 
highly emotive and considered sacrilegious by this loyal group who were considering salvaging the 
wreck themselves so as to avoid vital personal belongings being lost.  A diary was kept over the 
events leading up to the eventual salvage operation, as it became evident that the Ministry of 
Defense would need to be informed in view of possible unexploded bombs.  Captain Zwanenburg 
came on 19th August 1982 and carried out measuring the exact location and depth of the wreck in 
the presence of Jan van der Giessen on behalf of the Council and the leaseholder of the land, Piet 
Viveen. 

It was not until 16th March 1992 that Jan van Wijngaarden brought the attention to the salvaging of 
the wreck to the surface again after a silence of ten years.  Next of kin were also anxious safeguard 
any memorabilia that belonged to their loved ones.  The Council informed that building activity 
would begin in 1995 and salvaging the wreck would be looked into.  These developments required 
the necessary formal procedures and thus, the Lancaster “Popeye” Foundation was set up. 



On the 15th April 1997 the first gathering of the Foundation took place as the developments 
concerning the building plans made it imperative that decisions were made. The intention of the 
foundation was to keep alive the memories of the Papendrecht crossers (underground) and 
continued remembrance of the deceased airmen of the Lancaster.  In conjunction with the solicitor 
the link would be established between the lost airmen and those airmen whom the crossers had 
been able to keep out of German hands during the occupation.  The members are Jan-Frans Mulder, 
Peter van der Giessen, Jan van Wijngaarden and Flip de Koning.  Meanwhile Jan-Frans Mulder had 
taken up contact with Royal Dutch Air Force over the exact positioning and depth of the wreckage 
together with local functionary, Rien van Beek, the Mayor and a meeting was set up with Flip de 
Koning. On the 12th September the statutes of the Foundation were finally formalized and signed. It 
has three goals, the whole or part salvage of the aircraft, the creation of a permanent memorial and 
the naming of the Lancaster airmen and crossers.     

Visits by the next of kin 

From photos in the archives it can be seen that the parents of Sgt. D. Hancock, the control 
mechanic/gunner, are standing behind their son’s burial cross, the father with his hand on the cross.  
It is not known exactly when they came but it must have been sometime after the singular cross had 
been changed for the individual crosses for each airmen. 

From correspondence with Mrs. M. Child, Sgt. E.J. Line’s wife dated 15th July l950, it appeared that a 
visit had been made two years earlier, but, regretfully, there are no records. 

On 4th May 1995, Mrs. Mary Child, Sgt. Line’s widow, came to Papendrecht as a guest.  She had 
requested Mr. Hendriks from the Oude Mariniers Club in Canada to intervene on her behalf so that 
she could attend Remembrance Day in Papendrecht. She did not to be conspicuous but wished to 
witness Remembrance Day and the sad memory of the loss of the “Popeye” and crew.  Especially for 
once, the Museum was opened.  The Mayor, Mr. Bandell added to the official nature of the visit by 
giving Mrs. Child the honorary medal of Papendrecht.  

From correspondence with the parents of Flying Officer Colin M. Clarey it was recorded that they 
had visited the grave of their son on 27th April 1955.  They were in the company of Mrs. Duncan (Mrs. 
Clarey’s sister), her son, Donald and his wife, and travelling through Europe as in the correspondence 
received from Italy they had written that “they had hoped throughout the years that one day they 
would be able to visit the final resting place of their much loved son and we are now so grateful that 
we can now do this”. 

In a second visit made by the Clarey twins, Judith Simpson-Clarey and John Clarey on 5th December 
1981 who both had seen their father for the last in 1942 before he left for Europe, Jan van der 
Giessen and Ko van Strien accompanied them to their father’s grave.  It was special experience for 
them and they laid yellow chrysanthemums (yellow being the symbol for Australia) at the graves of 
“Popeye’s” crew. They later had coffee with Mrs. Van Wijngaarden and were taken to Kinderdijk to 
see windmills.  On the Sunday they attended the Church service at the Reformed Church during 
which Reverend Wielemaker referred to their presence and the sacrifice made by the crew.  After 
this, the Clarey twins left for Paris to trace the target of their father’s first flight. However, the Paris 
they would now see was not the same as that of 9th April 1944 that their father had encountered. 

The third visit made by a member of the Clarey family was Peter Clarey the youngest son of Flying 
Officer Clarey, together with his wife Heather to visit his father’s grave.  The special remembrance 
was that it was 50 years since the crash had occurred.  Because he was very young when his father 
returned to Europe, he hardly knew his father and his mother who never overcame the loss of her 
husband, was left with three young children to bring up.  At the time of their visit, Mrs. Clarey was 79 
and in view of her age, video recording was made of the visit.  Peter Clarey followed in his father’s 



footsteps becoming a Captain for Qantas and, especially for this occasion, he wore his uniform in 
memory of the 50 years since the date of the crash.  Mr. and Mrs. Clarey were welcomed at the local 
council and accompanied to the grave of their father where Peter Clarey read his speech and laid 
flowers, and stood in silence.  Reverend Bos spoke a few words of comfort and read from the Bible, 
Matthew 5.  After the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Clarey, accompanied by Mr. Mulder, Mr. Van 
Wijngaarden and Mr. Van der Giessen went to the area where the plane had crashed, and were able 
to inform Mr. Clarey of their contacts with the Ministry of Defense in relation to salvage operations. 

The fourth visit came about on Friday, 3rd May 1996, the Qantas Boeing 747 lands in Frankfurt, with 
Captain Clarey on board.  He rang Peter van der Giessen with whom family members have a long 
ongoing contact to let him know that he would be on the ground for a few days and would like to 
visit his father’s grave.  He was keen to renew his contact with the people had met the previously but 
was not entirely aware that Liberation Day was a national event each year.  In a short space of time a 
welcome was arranged by Mr. Van Strien.  Now that he was here, he wanted to participate the Stille 
Tocht (Silent March).  He thought that the Remembrance in 1995 was a singular event and had 
received many photos. Although Liberation Day was not as extensive as the year before, Captain 
Peter Clarey hoped quietly that there would be many people. 

The fifth visit made by the Clarey family was on 4th May 2002 when Captain Clarey’s granddaughter, 
Belinda Anderson-Clarey and her husband Paul, and daughter of Peter Clarey who had passed away 
on 18th December 2000.  Both were very moved by attention paid to the memory of those lost.  

   

In July 1973 the family members of Sgt. A.W. Middleton spent several days with the Kloot family on 
the Merwedesingel 48.  The place where their loved one lies buried continued to pull them back. On 
page 41 there is a photo of the family who most likely came over by car as an English number plate is 
noted. 

Mr. and Mrs. Panter from England used all their efforts to find the grave of their friend, Sgt. Barlow. 
In June 1994 they were able to realize their hopes and visited his graveside.  Sgt. Barlow was 
stationed with Mr. Panter and they brought their time together in the Panters family home. Sgt. 
Barlow hardly ever mentioned the flights with the Lancaster.  It was another world to that in which 
Mr. Panter stood. 

Mrs. Janet Fletcher from England, a niece of Sgt. Kirkland expressed the wish to visit her Uncle’s 
grave. From a letter, which finally reached its correct destination, she expressed the hope to come on 
the 11th and 12th August 200 together with other members of the British Legion for a Memorial in the 
Netherlands and wanted to combine this with a visit to Papendrecht.  In the photo inset, Mrs. 
Fletcher is accompanied with three members of the Lancaster Popeye Foundation, namely, Mr. 
Mulder, Jan van Wijngaarden and Peter van der Giessen. 

A second visit was made on Liberation Day, 4th May, 2002 with four members of Sgt. Kirkland’s 
family, namely, Mrs. Janet Fletcher and Mrs. Jean Kedward had both come from England to lay 
flowers at their Uncle’s grave. Mr. Alan Stockley and his son Ray made the trip from Audstralia for 
their Uncle Sam.  All four are very moved by events and the number of people in attendance. 

Events leading up to the salvage 

As mentioned earlier, on 12th September the Lancaster Popeye Foundation had been established, 
with the intention of salvaging all or part of the Lancaster, the creation of a permanent Memorial in 
memory of the crew and the crossers.  The Foundation had become the central point of contact with 
the Council.  Since the letter sent on 6th April 1992 to Mr. Jan van Wijngaarden, matters had become 
quiet. However, both the Foundation and the Council had taken measures with the Ministry of 



Defense and the Royal Air Force.  Everyone wanted to get started but their enthusiasm required 
some caution.  In April 1999 preliminary measuring concerning the wreck were made by the Salvage 
Authorities of the Royal Air Force under Captain Hans Spiering’s guidance. 

Finally on 7th November 2001 the Foundation received a letter from Mayor, Mr. C.J.M. de Bruin 
stating that investigation into the salvaging of the Lancaster can commence.  However, if 
investigation points in the direction that other explosives are still in existence, the Foundation will be 
informed as quickly as possible.  Safety measures came into place from 26th November 2001 onwards 
so that salvage experts could determine whether or not bombs and munitions were still intact.  A 
cordon was placed around the salvage area and surveillance for safety’s sake.  Due to the ground 
water, the salvage operations had to be stopped until the area had been drained and piles driven 15 
meters into the ground so as to enable the ground water to be drained off.  On the 3rd December it 
became apparent that more time was needed to find the most suitable way to secure the salvage 
and take all safety measures into consideration. Finally on 11th February 2002, the Council made a 
press announcement stating that The Province of South Holland agreed to the drainage around the 
salvage area which is quite exceptional considering that this normally takes up to six months but 
there were other considerations which necessitated a speedy conclusion and the Council had to have 
all procedures and legal permissions in place. 

Home purchasers around the area of the salvage operations needed clarity and there were large 
sums of money involved in claims by developers who were unable to proceed with building due to 
the backlog in procedural questions surrounding the salvage.  The damage claims were quite 
substantial not withstanding home purchasers who wanted opt-out clauses for their purchase 
contracts.  Finally in on 28th August 2002 the Council was able to inform everyone that Saricon from 
Heerjansdam would commence on 2nd September 2002.  

In the interim, the Foundation had not been idle and a planning had been set up between the various 
organizations in order to synchronise matters. During these preparations civil technical company 
Saricon, the Royal Air Force, the police, the regional firefighter’s brigade, the medical and ambulance 
services, the Water board authorities and the Council were all involved.  An Information evening was 
planned by the Council and the Royal Air Force for all those concerned outlining how the salvage was 
going to be carried out.  The Foundation also gave a short presentation. 


